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in such a productive way.

David has over 30 years of working in areas
of executive, technical, educational and
business, experiences. This gives him a
great advantage over other mediators and
arbitrators. He understands your issues and
is able to help you find the resolution you
are looking for. It is hard to find someone
with this specialized knowledge in so many
areas and who is able to work with people

He has been called “a natural mediator”. Alternative Dispute Resolution
is the perfect fit for David’s personality and beliefs. A mediator must
be able to listen and understand and use insight and combine that
with experience, and passion to conclude a dispute in the best
possible way. Due to his vast personal knowledge of engineering,
electronics, information systems, Intellectual property, business and
family issues, he will have a true understanding of the subject of your
dispute so he can assist you in finding the best solution.

Areas of Experience
Computer Law, Copyright Law, Cyber Law,
Family Law, Intellectual Property Law,
Internet Law, Patent Law, Trademark Law
Education
Barry University - Miami, FL - Masters of
Science - Computer Science ED
Central Connecticut State University - New
Britain, CT Graduate Degree - Major - Masters
of Science - Industrial Tech.
Under Graduate Degree - B.S. Industrial Tech.
- Electrical Systems (I.E.Engineering)
Concord School of Law – Juris Doctorate
Finished 1L and qualified for 2L Transfer to
Nova Southeastern University
Nova Southeastern University Shepard Broad
Law Center
– Juris Doctorate JD earned June 2012

David realized that all of his experiences had led him to know about the laws that played a hand in the industries
he has been involved in. He decided to return to school to become an attorney. While attending law school at
Nova Southeastern University, David had found a great passion for Alternative dispute resolutions. He became very
involved in the mediation clinic at Nova Southeastern and mediated many cases. He became a Florida Supreme
Court Certified County Court Mediator, and a Florida Supreme Court Qualified Arbitrator.
He was the only student in a mediation workshop and a small number of students in the ADR clinic that was hand
selected by the head professor to participate in the Nova Southeastern University Juvenile Mediation Diversionary
Program. He used his experience and abilities as an effective mediator to divert arrested juveniles from the juvenile
justice system and on to a new and better path. The program that David participated in provided mediation services
for juveniles, their families, and victims, which allowed families to identify and address the issues which led to the
child’s arrest.
Also while attending law school, David interned at the Broward County Courthouse in the Mediation/Arbitration
Department. His responsibilities included performing many mediations and reviewing and revising procedures for
attorneys during court-appointed mediation. These mediations ranged from client\tenant disputes, HOA\CA issues,
Foreclosures, debt disputes and negligence disputes. (ETC…).
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